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 Wisdom travels parallel to our age, but not in all cases!

The distinction among Data, Information, Knowledge and Wisdom, 
is a subject of discussion in several contexts. Data refers to a discrete 
element like the name of a person, say, Albert Einstein; Information 
then enriches it with more details like Einstein was a great scientist; 
Knowledge takes this Information forward to make it more meaningful, 
adding observations like he propounded The Theory of Relativity; 
finally, Wisdom dawns, enabling us know everything about Relativity 
Theory, its variants and applications, as put forth by Einstein and 
other scientists.

 All of us gather data, convert them into information with further 
data from related fields and establish a knowledge base, to be added 
to our knowledge stockpile. However, many of these knowledge 
collections may not qualify to be included in our wisdom list. The words 
of Ram Dass, well-known spiritual teacher, make sense in this context: 
“Information is just bits of data. Knowledge is putting them together. 
Wisdom is transcending them.”

There is a general perception that as we advance in age, our wisdom 
also adds up proportionately. If that were so, the elderly people must 
as a rule be wiser, compared to the younger generation. Unfortunately, 
that exactly is not the real situation. Wisdom often stops along the 
way as we advance in age. Very few are lucky to enjoy wisdom inflow 
throughout their life and become great masters. Here the wise words 
of  Linus Carl Pauling (1901 –1994), American chemist,  peace activist, 
and educator,  who received Nobel prize twice (Chemistry,  1954 
and  Peace, 1962) are notable:

" When an old and distinguished person speaks to you, listen to him 
carefully and with respect – but do not believe him. Never put your trust 
into anything but your own intellect. Your elder, no matter whether he has 
gray hair or has lost his hair, no matter whether he is a Nobel laureate – 

may be wrong. The world progresses, year by year, century by 
century, as the members of the younger generation find out 
what was wrong among the things that their elders said. So 
you must always be skeptical – always think for yourself."

 Let us all be aware of this reality namely that age and 
wisdom are not necessarily in direct proportion.
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Nature Line

Achiote
The Lipstick Tree Papaya

Fruit of  the Angels
The papaya, also called papaw, or pawpaw is the fruit of the tree-like 

plant Carica papaya of the family Caricaceae. It is native to the tropics of 
the Americas. It was first cultivated in Mexico several centuries before the 
emergence of the Mesoamerican classical civilizations. The Mayans used 
to worship papaya trees and called it the Tree of Life. It is said that when 
Christopher Columbus and his crew landed in America after a long sea vo-
yage on meagre meal, the native people welcomed them with extravagant 
feast, which caused digestive problems. The natives offered them papaya 
and they got cured. They used the leaves, seeds and the latex of the papaya 
tree to cure intestinal problems and kill intestinal worms and parasites. 
Papaya was called the fruit of the angels by Christopher Columbus. Spanish 
and Portuguese explorers brought papaya to many other subtropical lands 
including India, the Philippines, and parts of Africa. Papaya is now culti-
vated in most tropical countries.

Gaining in popularity among tropical fruits worldwide, papaya is now 
ranked third in the total tropical fruit production, behind mango and pi-
neapple. Global papaya production has grown significantly over the last 
few years, mainly as a result of increased production in India. India is the 
leading papaya producer, with a 38.61 percent share of the world pro-
duction during 2008–2010, followed by Brazil and Indonesia. Papaya has 
become an important agricultural export for developing countries, where 
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export revenues of the fruit provide a livelihood for thousands of people, 
especially in Asia and Latin America. Papaya exports contribute to the 
growing supply of healthy food products on international markets. 

The papaya tree has a single stem growing up to 10 m tall, with spirally 
arranged leaves confined to the top of the trunk. The leaves at the end 
of long spokes are large, deeply and palmately lobed. The flowers appear 
on the axils of the leaves, maturing into large round fruit of 10 to 40 cm 
length and 15 to 30 cm diameter. The unripe fruit is green or yellow, but 
turns yellow, amber or orange in colour when ripe.
Use as Food

The unripe green fruit can be used in curries, salads, and stews. Ripe 
papaya is soft, butter-like and deliciously sweet and musky in taste, and is 
usually eaten raw, after removing skin and seeds. Inside the inner cavity of 
the fruit, there are a lot of black, round seeds encased in a gelatinous-like 
substance. Papaya's seeds are edible, although their peppery flavor is so-
mewhat bitter. They are sometimes ground and used as a substitute for 
black pepper.

A single papaya contains more than 200% of one’s  daily requirement 
of Vitamin C, making it ideal for body immunity. Papaya is an excellent 
food option for diabetics as it has a low sugar content even though it is 
sweet to taste. Eating papaya is good for the bones because of the anti-
inflammatory properties.

In some parts of Asia, the young leaves of the papaya are steamed and 
eaten like spinach. Both green papaya fruit and its latex are rich in pa-
pain, an enzyme used for tenderizing meat and other proteins. Its ability 
to break down tough meat fibers was known for thousands of years to 
native Americans. Papaya also contains chymopapain, a protein-digesting 
enzymes. These digestive enzymes  along with fibre in papaya help impro-
ve one’s digestive health. Papain and chymopapain are extracted to make 
digestive enzyme dietary supplements and is also used as an ingredient in 
some chewing gums. Papaya is marketed in tablet form to remedy dige-
stive problems.
Nutritional and Medicinal Values 

The nutritional contents of papaya fruit include Sugars, Carbohydrates, 
Dietary fiber, Fat, Protein, Vitamin A, Vitamin B1, Vitamin B2, Vitamin 
B3, Vitamin B6, Vitamin B9, Vitamin C, Carotenes, Caratenoids, Fla-
vonoids, Folate. Pantothenic acid; and the minerals, Phosphorus, Sodium, 
Potassium, Calcium, Copper, Iron and Magnesium. Papaya leaves, skin, 
pulp and seeds also contain a variety of phytochemicals such as lycopene 
and polyphenols. Together, these nutrients promote the health of the cardi-
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ovascular system and also provide protection against cancer. In addition, the 
digestive enzyme papain in papaya which is used like bromelain, a similar 
enzyme found in pineapple, is used to treat sports injuries, causes of trauma, 
and allergies. 

Papaya is rich in antioxidants like beta-carotene which help prevent the 
skin from free radical damage keeping wrinkles and other signs of ageing at 
bay. Papaya can be used as a face pack to get its skin protecting benefits. Pa-
pain helps dissolve the dead cells retaining fresh and glowing skin. It is also 
good to cure the skin infections and wounds that do not heal quickly. Sham-
poos containing papaya are very good to control dandruff. The fibre content 
in papaya clears the bowel movement enabling weight loss.  Papaya is rich in 
Vitamin A which helps protect degeneration of vision.  Papayas may be very 
helpful for the prevention of atherosclerosis and diabetic heart disease. 

The enzyme papain has been shown to help lower inflammation and 
to improve healing from burns.   Papain is also applied topically for the 
treatment of cuts, rashes, stings and burns. Papain ointment is commonly 
made from fermented papaya flesh, and is applied as a gel-like paste. 

Women in India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and other countries 
have long used green papaya as a herbal medicine for contraception and 
abortion. Enslaved women in the West Indies were noted for consuming 
papaya to prevent pregnancies and thus preventing their children from 
being born into slavery. In pregnant ladies, regular consumption of papaya 
helps cure nausea and morning sickness. Papain helps in regulating and 
easing flow during menstrual periods of women.                                                                          

 Antioxidants, phytonutrients and flavonoids present in papaya pre-
vent body cells from undergoing free radical damage, thus reducing the 
risk of colon and prostate cancer.  As it has anti-proliferative effect on liver 
cancer cells it stops or slows down the growth of the cancer cells of liver 
and helps in its cure. 

The rich content of fibre in papayas has been shown to lower high 
cholesterol levels. The folic acid found in papayas helps the conversion of a 
substance called homocysteine into benign amino acids such as cysteine or 
methionine, reducing a significant risk factor for a heart attack or stroke. 

In poison related kidney disorder it was found that the aqueous seed 
extract of the unripe mature fruits of papaya induces antioxidant and oxi-
dative free radical scavenging and help kidney to recover. In some parts 
of the world, papaya leaves are made into tea as a treatment for malaria, 
dengue and other fevers. Researchers have found that the juice obtained 
from the papaya leaves helps increase the blood platelet count in patients 
with dengue fever. But the effect has not been scientifically proven.  

[CGS]
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Tech Line

Kirlian Photography
The Myth and its Science
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What is now known as Kirlian 
photography had in fact been observed 
during the 18th century. It was only in 
1939, that two Czechs, S. Pratt and J. 
Schlemmer published photographs 
showing a glow around leaves. The 
phenomenon got its name from the 
Russian electrical engineer, Semyon 
Davidovitch Kirlian who together with his wife Valentina, is officially credited 
with its discovery in the same year. 

The Kirlians noticed a strange glow, similar to that of a Neon Discharge Tube, 
near the skin of patient receiving treatment a high-frequency electric field. They 
continued with further experiments in which a photographic film and an object 
like a leaf were sandwiched between two metallic plates. When the plates were 
then energized by a high frequency, high voltage electrical source creating a strong 
electric field in between, an image was formed on the photographic film. It showed 
a colored halo around the object resembling an aura. They reported the results 
of their experiments for the first time in 1958. 
The Myth 

They Kirlians offered much of the initial myth. They claimed the 
aura in the photographs to represent the life-force that allegedly surrounds all 
living things. They were convinced that these photos could accurately predict 
emotional and physical states and could be used to diagnose illnesses. 
Their work was virtually unknown until 1970, when two Americans, Lynn 
Schroeder and Sheila Ostrander published a book, Psychic Discoveries behind 
the Iron Curtain. Spiritualists soon picked up the thread and attributed great 
significance to the aura. They believed that specially trained aura-readers 
could get deep insights into a person’s spiritual, emotional and physical state. 
The Science

One does not require a camera or lens to take a Kirlian photo.  It is really 
contact photography. First, there is a metallic plate over which a photographic 
film is placed; over the film is kept the object to be photographed. A high-
frequency strong electric field is created between the object and the metal plate 
below the film. The electrical corona discharge from the object is captured on 
the film. The resulting photograph shows a glow around the object. This is 
Kirlian photography, in simple terms. 

So, these photos are real and show some phenomenon at work.  Auras are 
seen around living and non-living objects, too. This is often ignored by those 



Customer Relationship Management 
Not a distant dream
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favoring a supernatural explanation.  So then, if it is not life-force that causes 
the aura, then what does? The answer is: or moisture. The strong electric field 
ionizes the moist air surrounding the object being photographed. Then  there 
will be a luminous “corona discharge”, which in the photograph appears as 
a glowing silhouette around the object. Kirlian effect does not happen in a 
vacuum where there are no atoms to be ionized.

When a person is sweating, Kirlian photographs of his hand will show 
a pronounced glow.  Conversely, a cold dry hand will give rise to a weaker 
glow.  Changes in skin moisture (which may reflect changes in emotions), 
surrounding (barometric) pressure or electric field strength will produce 
different auras.  Kirlian photographs the same person taken only minutes apart 
have been seen to be significantly different. 

The aura in Kirlian photographs can thus be explained using known 
scientific principles.
Summing Up 

Over the years, the value of Kirlian photography as a diagnostic tool has 
substantially diminished, though.  Yet, there are still some alternative medicine 
practitioners who claim it useful for healing various emotional and physical 
conditions. Paranormal researchers try to establish connection with some 
unexplained phenomena such as telepathy, which they proposed was the result 
of auras of people communicating with one another.  Research, however, is going 
on in various places.

Interestingly, some artists take advantage of Kirlian photography for  
creating  beautiful, if bizarre, images.  Like traditional photography, this also 
leaves a lot to explore.

[P Radhakrishnan]

“A customer is the most important visitor on our premises. 
He is not dependent on us. We are dependent on him.
He is not an interruption in our work. He is the purpose of it.
He is not an outsider in our business. He is a part of it. 
We are not doing him a favour by serving him.
He is doing us a favour by giving us an opportunity to do so”. 

– Mahatma Gandhi
As very much known to all of us, it is not very easy to please all 

customers, who walk into a bank or a shop or a hospital or any service 
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outlet. But is it an unachievable dream? Not at all!
While holding on to the key success factor of treating ‘Customer as 

the King’, we can also take some specific deliberate efforts to ensure that 
those ‘Kings’ will stick on to us for ever for all their specific service needs. 
We can try these simple steps, which are ideally expected out of the simple 
and beautiful jargon ‘Customer Relationship Management (CRM)’?
	When New/ Prospective Customers Walk-In:
o Give a friendly SMILE: That is the best way of touching a human 

heart and beginning a long-lasting relation anywhere in the world.
o Listen to them patiently: Meanwhile don’t leave other customers 

unattended. Share a smile to them and direct them to our colleagues, 
who are comparatively less occupied that moment. If that does not 
work only request them to wait for a very short while.

o Please do not bluff:  Try to carry clear information about the products/ 
services. Else never hesitate to refer internet/official intranet/circulars/
documents or consult colleagues and then provide the right information 
to the customers. (Always we should remember that the customers do have 
the right to get the right information at the right time as we as customers 
enjoy ourselves whenever we approach other similar service organizations.)

o Be socially committed: For illiterate customers, be a helping 
hand in documentation without any hesitation.

o Respect the elders: For the very aged or sick customers have mercy on 
their slow way of communicating or absence or lack of patience. Treat 
them kindly remembering the fact that we also will turn old and may 
fall sick someday.

o Carry a positive attitude: Please do not ever express any negative 
personal traits like anger, hesitation, frustration, laziness or rigidity 
to the customers.

o Protect fellowmen: Please do not pinpoint mistakes of a colleague 
to the customer. Instead we can try to provide the latest and accurate 
information to the customer and later feel free to educate the colleague.

o Be watchful: Keep an eye on unfamiliar faces in the premises (especially 
in financial institutions). Let the suspicion be in our brain but not in 
our eyes. We can treat them friendly as everyone we suspect may not 
be a fraud. Probing may help in bringing out the genuineness of their 
visit.

o Be professional: Please try NOT to talk bad about our competitors 
to our customers. Instead gather that information casually and then 
sound more professional to them by explaining more about the 
advantages of enjoying our services/schemes in terms of long-



term benefits, large network, etc.
o Be unbiased: Let it be rich/poor or educated/illiterate or pleasant/ 

arrogant customers treat them alike with pleasant and patient 
smiling faces.

o Track smartly: In case payment in installments is due from 
the customers, we need to be watchful on it without passing any 
irritating gesture or hurting words. Be empathetic to the poor but 
of course without upsetting the targets of our organization.

o Be Ethical: Please be friendly and helpful but never accept any 
individual gifts from any customer so that there will not be any 
strings attached. If we follow this simple ethics, the self-respect 
derived out of it will fetch respect to us from the public as well.

o Be Spokespersons: Please never talk anything negative about the 
products/ systems/ workflows/ approval formalities in our organization 
to protect individual image. We should be the spokespersons for our 
organization keeping interests of the customers too.

o Don’t miss a golden call: Busy day? No time to pick the office 
phone? Please try to attend. It can be just a simple enquiry or a 
gateway to a large business deal. So never lose a customer by missing 
a call.

o Time is Precious: Do we love waiting anywhere for long to avail a 
service? No! So are the customers. So let us help them enjoy the best 
services of our organization in the shortest time span, which will 
stop them from thinking about any other competitor organisation.

	When Existing Customers Walk-In:
o Take a moment to shift our eyes from our monitors to the eyes of 

the customers.
o Please do not forget to SMILE.
o If they had shared any professional/personal problems during their 

last visit, enquire if it got solved by now. Even if we may not have 
solutions for their personal problems, having a listener will lighten 
their hearts and our empathetic approach will touch their hearts 
for sure!

o The rest of the service can go on with the friendly approach and 
‘ready to listen and help’ attitude.
Yes, it is really practical to see smiling customers walking in and 

out every day if we are determined. We just have to follow the ‘ASK’ 
principle, that is, ‘Maintain the Right ATTITUDE, Update SKILLs 
and sufficient KNOWLEDGE.

[Binsu Chandran]
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Info Line

 Information Explosion 
The Challenge _ Part 30

‘Oh God, you may take everything from me. I only pray that if I am des-
tined to live in this world, then grant me a healthy and enlightened mind 

intact with wisdom and intellect’ – Chanakya’s Prayer

In layman’s language, we say a person has developed a ‘grasshopper mind’ 
when peripheral thinking becomes the individual’s predominant thinking 
style. Attention of the person having a grasshopper mind jumps from one 
thing (activity) to another in very quick succession, i.e., the person does not fo-
cus attention on anything in particular. Peripheral thinking is more of a primi-
tive form of thinking; but being an adaptation process and hence a survival 
mechanism, it does serve certain important and useful purposes in our life. 
It was indicated in the earlier section that when peripheral thinking domi-
nates, one gets little opportunity to effectively make use of the higher cogni-
tive capabilities of the brain. Whereas, the various capabilities of the higher 
cognitive centers of the brain (deep thinking inclusive), which we humans 
possess, are very essential and indispensable for all achievements, successes and 
personal fulfillment in our life. Our rational and wise behavior, learning and 
skill development including mental, social, interpersonal and productive skills, 
humaneness and the like depend on the proper functioning of the higher cog-
nitive faculties. They are the well springs of our creativity and innovation and 
culture and civilization. We should not forget the fact that the higher cognitive 
faculties of the human brain have reached the present day levels of growth and 
capabilities as a result of their evolution over a period of 50 million years, be-
ing continuously tested and perfected in the cradle of nature. Not only that we 
cannot afford to weaken or abuse them at any time in our life, but they need 
to be strengthened and allowed to develop and evolve naturally. 

While on the discussions of the dangers of uncontrolled and limitless in-
dulgence in technology, take one more quick look at Dr Stephanie Brown’s 
observations: ‘Many in our modern society are living in a chaotic, frenzied 
downward spiral of a new addiction, chasing money, power, success and a 
wilder, faster pace of life. We have got a big challenge to face: side-by-side 
with the great technological discoveries of the last 30 years, we have lost our 
way, falling into addictive behaviors, emotions and thinking that are wreaking 
havoc with all that we know and value about healthy lifestyle. We have sacri-
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ficed our need for quiet time, self-reflection and the depth of relationship that 
really constitute deep human connection’[1].

There are several factors that enhance the vulnerability of a person to the 
adverse impacts of over indulgence in technology devices and applications. 
They greatly influence the way in which a person gets impacted and the sever-
ity or otherwise of those impacts; i.e., they may not only predispose a person 
to the negative influences, but also may accentuate, modify, vitiate and/or rein-
force the harmful effects themselves. Generally, these predisposing factors can 
be associated with one or more of the following: (i) the person’s age, (ii) state 
of physical, mental and emotional health, (iii) skill levels, specifically that of 
emotional, social and work related skills, (iv) developmental deficiencies and 
defects (For details see Part – 19 through Part – 21), or, (v) environmental 
and cultural situations/conditions. A few examples: Children and teenagers 
are highly vulnerable to the adverse impacts; people in their old age may get 
affected seriously, for reasons entirely different from those for children; it may 
be peer pressure that is pushing a teenager into the habit of indulging in online 
activities like social media, videos, gambling etc. ultimately leading to addictive 
behaviors; the negative influence on a person  having emotional problems like 
anxiety disorders will be very much more intense than that on an otherwise 
healthy person having a matured and positive outlook on life; a person work-
ing in a IT-enabled/IT-intensive environment who is continuously and heavily 
overworked or is very unhappy with the situations at the work place will fall 
an easy prey to the adverse impacts; emotionally immature or unstable people, 
those suffering from loneliness or drifting in life without any focus in life will 
easily get addicted to various online activities, and, in all likelihood, will be 
negatively impacted; those having mental aberrations and antisocial attitudes 
will be tempted to abuse technology and perpetuate crimes using the technol-
ogy tools and internet resources ….........and so on. 

The case of children and teenagers is taken here for illustration. See the 
following report which appeared in the recent past in The Telegraph: ‘South 
Korea is one of the most digitally connected nations in the world and the 
problem of internet addiction among both adults and children was recognized 
as far back as the late 1990s. That is now developing into the early onset of 
digital dementia – a term coined in South Korea – meaning a deterioration in 
cognitive abilities that is more commonly seen in people who have suffered a 
head injury or psychiatric illness. "Over-use of smart phones and game devices 
hamper  the balanced development of the brain," Byun Gi-won, a doctor at 
the Balance Brain Centre in Seoul, told the Joong Ang Daily newspaper…….
Sufferers are also reported to suffer emotional underdevelopment, with chil-
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dren more at risk than adults because their brains are still growing’ [2]. For 
more information see [2].

Given below are a few excerpts from media reports on Dr Manfred Spitzer’s 
observations on children’s overindulgence in digital devices. {Dr Manfred 
Spitzer is Medical Director, Professor and Chairman of Psychiatric Hospital at 
the University of Ulm (Universitätsklinik für Psychiatrie und Psychothera-
pie), Germany}: 

‘Manfred Spitzer’s work as a neuropsychiatrist has shown him that when 
young children spend too much time using a computer, their brain develop-
ment suffers and that the deficits are irreversible and cannot be made up for 
later in life…….According to his study, many young people today use more 
than one medium at a time: they place calls while playing computer games or 
writing e-mails. That means that some of them are packing 8.5 hours of media 
use per day into 6.5 hours. Multitasking like this comes at the cost of con-
centration – experiments by American researchers have established this. 
And to Spitzer, those results mean just one thing: Multitasking is not some-
thing we should be encouraging in future generations….because everything 
a person does leaves traces in the brain. When development is optimum, 
memory links are formed and built on during the first months and years of 
life, and the structure adds up to a kind of basic foundation for everything 
else we learn (by virtue of neuroplasticity of the brain)’ [3].
[1] http://www.stephaniebrownphd.com/speed-facing-our-addiction-to-fast-

and-faster/....
[2]  Surge in ‘digital dementia’, www.telegraph.co.uk, 24 June 2013 
[3] Does The Internet Make You Dumb? Top German Neuroscientist Says 

Yes - And Forever, www.worldcrunch.com/tech-science/.......
(To be continued) 

 [Dr H Ganesh, CA, U.S.A]
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Amicus Curiae
What it Means

We have the famous adage A friend in need is a friend indeed. Friends are 
required generally always for help. Amicus Curiae is a Latin term meaning 
friend of the court who is not a party to litigation, but who believes that the 
court's decision may affect its interest. He is a person with strong interest 
in, or views on the subject matter of an action, without being a party to 
the case, who volunteers or is invited by the court to give advice upon the 
matter pending before it.

The term amicus curiae originated in Roman law. In the 9th 
century, it was incorporated into the English law, and was later extended 
to most common law systems concerning human rights. The role of an 
amicus curiae is to help the court by expounding the law impartially, or if 
one of the parties were unrepresented, by advancing the legal arguments 
on his behalf.

Some friend of the court briefs, called amicus curiae briefs, provide 
valuable information about the legal arguments, or how a case might affect 
people other than the parties to the case.  Amicus curiae briefs are filed 
in many Supreme Court matters. Some organizations file friend of the 
court briefs in an attempt to lobby the Court, obtain media attention, or 
impress members. The decision on whether to admit the information lies 
at the discretion of the court. 

The situation needing the services of amicus curiae most often is when 
an advocacy group files a brief in a case before an appellate court to which 
it is not a litigant. Appellate cases are normally limited to the factual record 
and arguments coming from the lower court case under appeal. The 
attorneys focus on the facts and arguments most favorable to their clients. 
Where a case may have broader implications, amicus curiae briefs are a 
way to introduce those concerns, so that the possibly broad legal effects of 
court decisions will not depend solely on the parties directly involved in 
the case.

An amicus curiae brief that brings to the attention of the Court 
relevant matter not already brought to its attention by the parties may be 
of considerable help to the Court.  An amicus curiae brief that does not 
serve this purpose burdens the Court, and its filing is not favored. Amicus 
curiae briefs are commonly filed in appeals concerning matters of a broad 
public interest. They may be filed by private persons or the government. 

Law Line
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Dandelion is a wild plant with a bright yellow flower, the flowers 
whither forming a white ball of seeds which are blown away in the 
wind.

A sticky white liquid seeps out of the stalk of the plant if it is 
broken. This is a type of white latex. Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular 
Biology and Applied Ecology (IME) in Aachen, Germany has achieved 
an important breakthrough in converting this material into natural 
rubber for commercial use. This is likely to be a better alternative to the 
present rubber and rubber products used in almost 30,000 different 
materials all over the world!

Once it is cut, latex seeps out, but it polymerizes immediately making 
it difficult to process the latex to convert into usable forms. Scientists 
from IME have been engaged in research to develop methods for large-

Nature Line

Dandelion
Allergy-free Natural Rubber

Amicus curiae enlightens the court on points of law that are in doubt, 
gathers or organizes information, or raises awareness about some aspect of 
the case that the court might otherwise miss. The person is generally, but not 
necessarily, an attorney, and is usually not paid for. Amicus curiae must not be 
a party to the case, nor an attorney in the case, but must have some knowledge 
or perspective that are valuable to the court.

The most common arena for amicus curiae is in cases that are under 
appeal and where issues of public interest are being debated. Amicus curiae 
has role if it is found that the parties are not honest with the court about 
their reasons for being there.

The principle that guides the appropriate role of amicus curiae is that he 
should serve the court without also acting as "friend" to either of the parties. 
The amicus curiae is expected to provide added information and advance the 
cause of one of the parties. He cannot raise issues that the parties themselves do 
not raise, since that is the task of the parties and their attorneys. If allowed by 
the court, he can file briefs, argue the case, and introduce evidence. However, he 
may not make most motions, file pleadings, or manage the case.

[CGS]
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scale rubber production from dandelions.  They have identified and are 
able to deactivate the enzyme responsible for the rapid polymerization 
of the latex. This would further lead to mass production of dandelion 
rubber. IME has tied up with Continental to jointly develop tyres 
from this rubber. It is expected that these tyres would be commercially 
available after road testing and trials shortly.

The rubber can be extracted directly as a chewing-gum-like 
substance from dried or fresh dandelion roots and separated from the 
biomass. To do this, a sequence of process engineering steps like steam 
treatment, grinding, floating and sieving is used.

Unlike the conventional rubber, it could be harvested more cost-
effectively, better cultivated and grown even on land areas not previously 
suited for agricultural crops. IME has succeeded in manufacturing 
high-grade natural rubber from dandelions through the most modern 
cultivation methods and optimization of systems technology – in the 
laboratory. It is also found that Russian dandelion is the best suited 
and most yielding variety. Now, the goal is to successfully cultivate it 
on a large scale in few years from now. If cultivated on a large scale, the 
yield can be 500 to 1000 Kgs per hectare. 

The consumption of rubber for commercial use in 2012 (two-thirds 
for rubber tiers) was estimated to be 27.6 million metric tons. Around 
30,000 everyday products including 400 medical items contain natural 
rubber, everything from car tyres, catheter tubes, and latex gloves to 
tops for drinks bottles. The bulk of this material comes from rubber 
trees in Southeast Asia. Rubber produced in this way causes allergic 
reactions which is a major issue with clinical products. The dandelion 
rubber has not caused any allergies so far, making it ideal for use in 
hospitals. So, once the present attempts for large scale cultivation 
of Russian dandelion become success, the dandelion rubber would 
replace most of the presently available rubber, due to its better yield 
and better qualities.

[For details: https://umm.edu/health/medical/altmed/herb/
dandelion]

              Joyful Life

I slept and dreamt that life was joy.
I awoke and saw that life was service.
I acted and behold, service was joy.

- Rabindranath Tagore
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    Water Line

Water Statistics
A Warning of  Concern _ Part I

According to UN statistics, current world consumption of water is 
1,095,210 billion litres per year. Freshwater withdrawals have tripled over 
the last 50 years. Demand for freshwater is increasing by 64 billion cubic 
meters a year (1 cubic meter = 1,000 litres). 

884 million people in the world still do not have access to safe water 
from improved sources, almost all of them in developing countries. This 
means that one in eight people world-wide does not have access to safe and 
clean drinking water. 2.5 billion people in the world do not have access to 
adequate sanitation, that is one in three of the world's population. This 
situation is the root cause behind the deaths of 6 to 8 million people each 
year, who die from water-related diseases. 37% of those people live in Sub-
Saharan Africa.

85% of the world population lives in the driest half of the planet. About 
66% of Africa is arid or semi-arid and more than 300 of the 800 million 
people in sub-Saharan Africa live in a water-scarce environment. The number 
of people living in water-stressed countries has been estimated to increase from 
about 700 million today to more than 3 billion by 2025. This means these 
many people will be living in countries or regions with water scarcity, and two-
thirds of the world population could be living under water stress conditions.

The volume of freshwater is only 2.5% of the total volume of about 35 
million cubic km. Of all the freshwater on Earth, only about 0.3 percent is 
contained in rivers and lakes, it is also where most of the water we use in our 
everyday lives exists. 

Pollution knows no borders. Up to 90% of wastewater in developing 
countries flows untreated into rivers, lakes and highly productive coastal zones, 
threatening health, food security and access to safe drinking and bathing water. 

Nine percent of wastewater in developing countries are disposed of in 
rivers, lakes and coastal zones.  Industry dumps an estimated 300 to 400 MT 
of polluted waste in waters every year. The most common chemical 
contaminant in the world's groundwater aquifers is Nitrate. As such, the 
biodiversity of freshwater ecosystems have been degraded more than any other 
ecosystem. This, in turn, creates health, food and water insecurities. Treating 
wastewater requires a great deal of energy.

Worldwide, water for irrigation and food production constitutes one of 
the greatest pressures on freshwater resources. Agriculture accounts for 
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around 70 percent of global freshwater withdrawals, even up to 90 percent in 
some fast-growing economies. In industrialized nations, however, industries 
consume more than half of the water available for human use. Belgium, for 
example, uses 80% of the water available for industry.

More than 80 percent of the water used worldwide is not treated, according 
to a 2010 study. 900 million people rely on unimproved drinking-water 
supplies. More than 3.4 million people die each year from water, sanitation, and 
hygiene-related causes. Nearly all deaths, 99 percent, occur in the developing 
world. Half the hospital beds in developing countries are filled with people 
suffering from diseases caused by poor water, sanitation and hygiene. Almost 
80% of diseases in the developing countries are associated with water, causing 
some three million early deaths.

Every year, around 60 million children are born into homes without access 
to sanitation. Around 700,000 children die every year from diarrhoea caused by 
unsafe water and poor sanitation - that's almost 2,000 children a day. Diarrhoea is 
the third biggest killer of children under five years in Sub-Saharan Africa. Women 
and children in rural poor areas form the majority that lack access to safe water and 
sanitation. 443 million school days are lost each year due to water-related diseases. 
Worldwide, one out of every five deaths of children under 5 is due to water related 
diseases. For example, 5000 children die every day from diarrhoea, or one every 17 
seconds. Unclean water and poor sanitation are the second largest cause of death of 
children. Hygienic practices such as washing hands with soap may reduce the risk 
of diarrhoea by 50%. 

[CGS]

'Unbreakable' Security Codes 
Nature Shows Way

Our heart and lungs coordinate their rhythms by passing information between 
each other. Taking cue from this human biology,  scientists at Lancaster University 
have devised a revolutionary new method of encrypting confidential information. 

A mathematical model based on the complex interaction 
between our organs has now been transferred to the world of modern 
communications by the scientists.

This discovery could transform daily life which is reliant on secure electronic 
communications for everything from mobiles to the internet.

Every device we use these days, from our car key to online bank account, 
contains different identification codes enabling information to be transferred in 

   Nature Line
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confidence. But the hackers are smarter and hence there is a continual demand for 
better encryption methods.

In this scheme, the researchers offer a novel encryption scheme derived from 
biology, radically different from any earlier procedure. Inspired by the time-varying 
nature of the cardio-respiratory coupling functions recently discovered in humans, 
they have proposed a new encryption scheme that is highly resistant to conventional 
methods of attack. 

The advantage of this discovery is that it offers an infinite number of choices 
for the secret encryption key shared between the sender and receiver. This makes it 
virtually impossible for hackers and eavesdroppers to crack the code.

The new method is exceptionally resistant to interference from the random 
fluctuations or “noise” which affects all communications systems.

It can also transmit  several different information streams 
simultaneously, enabling all the digital devices in the home, for example, to 
operate on one encryption key instead of dozens of different ones.

[For details: http://www.lancaster.ac.uk]

Prostate cancer is the second most common cancer in males lead-
ing to death. Its heterogeneity makes it difficult for early prediction 
of the disease. The Digital Rectal Examination (DRE) and Prostate 
specific antigen (PSA) testing methods have limitations for providing 
early warning and ultrasound guided biopsies are very costly.

It may be possible in the immediate future to make easy and early 
diagnosis of prostate cancer by smell. A novel non-invasive technique 
is developed to detect prostate cancer using an electronic nose (eNose) 
which consists of a cluster of non-specific sensors, mainly olfactory 
electronic sensors. When exposed to the sample the eNose would pro-
vide the profile of a “smell print”.

Recently it was demonstrated that, the eNose successfully discrimi-
nated between prostate cancer and benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) 
by "sniffing" urine headspace (the space directly above the urine sam-
ple).

The capability to do qualitative analysis of complex gaseous mix-
tures of molecules makes the eNose widely used in food and agricul-
tural quality control as well as in military applications.

[For details : http://esciencenews.com]

eNose 
Diagnoses Diseases Too

    Health Line
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Science Line

Immanuel Kant 
Two Roses

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was a celebrated German philosopher of the 
18th century.  His theory of “noumena’ and “phenomena” are famous.  Here 
is a simple account of the gist of the Kantian concept, guided by the Einsteinian 
dictum: “Make everything as simple as possible; but not simpler!”

Well, consider a rose flower.  What do you see?  A beautiful pink 
flower.  Smell it; you get a fragrant smell. Touch it; you see how soft 
it is.  Thus you “experience’ a fragrant, pink and soft flower.  Any 
normal man can have just such an experience about a rose flower.

OK. Now take the rose flower to a dog. How does the dog see the rose 
flower?  Dogs are rather colour-blind. And the sense of smell of a dog is so 
much sharper than man’s sense of smell. It is easy to see that the dog will 
“experience” something very different from what a man would experience.

Now, the Big Question is:  Which is the Real Rose? The rose as seen by the 
man or, the rose as seen by the dog? “Neither”, says Kant.  The real rose is neither 
“Man’s rose” nor “Dog’s rose”.  The true rose is “ROSE-IN-ITSELF”. This 
reality is unknowable!  Absolute nature of things, that is to say, “Things-in-
themselves“{“Ding-an-sich”in original German phrase} is unknowable.  Kant calls 
it a “Noumenon”. The plural is “Noumena”.

Another Kantian thought-example is the ‘permanent blue-tinted 
eye-glass’.   If all of us human beings have built-in blue-tinted eye-glasses, 
we would see the world as blue-tinted only.  We would not then see the 
world as we see it now, without the permanent blue tint.   WHICH 
WORLD IS TRUE?-- THE BLUE-TINTED ONE OR THE ONE 
WITHOUT THE TINT? The answer again is “Neither the one nor the 
other!”

Noumena are things-as-such, “things-in-themselves”.  In contrast, we 
can consider “Things as seen by man”. These are “Phenomena”.  
Phenomena are things as perceived and understood by man or any other sentient 
being. These conceptions by sentient beings are purely subjective and 
are mere illusions.

Science deals with “phenomena” only. Phenomena tell us about “things as 
they appear to us”.  In our practical life, that is all we want.  We would like to 
know things as they appear to us. There, science can help us.  We will never 
be able to find out “things as they really are”, ‘things in themselves”!  Another 
Big Question here is: “DO WE NEED TO KNOW NOUMENA?  ARE 
NOT PHENOMENA ENOUGH FOR US?”

[Dr C G R Nair]
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Health Line

Think of a bridge where more than 200,000 vehicles cross daily. All those 
trucks, buses, cars, and trailers hurtling over the structure continuously cause 
gradual damage to it. In addition to this, exposure to severe changing climatic 
conditions aggravates the deformation or breakage.

How do you monitor such a situation and take suitable precautions? 
The practice so far had been to rely only on what the eyes could see or a rider 
may feel. This way of maintaining the roadways and ensure the safety of 
motorists is not good enough anymore. Engineers need to know what’s going 
on inside those bridges before the signs show up on the outside.

The network of sensors, placed at critical points or embedded in the 
concrete structure during construction itself, can deliver data about how the 
bridge behaves under heavy traffic, high temperatures and other conditions. 
The sensors can identify structural problems like hidden cracks, erosion, 
deformation or excessive vibrations, much before they’re apparent to the 
human senses. This simply makes the difference between a terrible disaster 
and a minor retrofit.

There are a variety of sensors that could provide more information about 
the structural integrity and damages on a bridge. Some of them are strength 
gauges (to measure the strength of connection between joints), fiber-
optic sensors (to detect deformation or certain damages in the structures), 
accelerometers (to measure the vibration of the bridges),  strain gauges, 
anemometers, weigh-in-motion devices, and temperature sensors. The data 
provided is used for monitoring the structural health, identifying any need 
for reinforcement anywhere, traffic study and control for better efficiency, 
analysis of the bridge behaviour for future designs, activating anti-icing systems 
during snow falls, etc. Most bridges still require field methods to assess their 
damage, including visual inspection, dye penetrate testing, magnetic particle 
testing, and ultrasonic techniques. But even these field methods can miss 
structural problems or fail to catch  them in time to prevent a catastrophe. 

Wireless technology is also being developed by several research 
organizations as the physically wired cables may not be fool proof for data 

Smart Bridges
Monitoring Safety, Cyber Physical Way
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transmission. Another interesting research work at the University of Texas at 
Austin is about studying how to use the vibrations of the bridge to generate 
electricity for devices that will sense cracks. University of Maryland uses solar 
energy to power sensors. University of Michigan is developing a sensing 
skin (a paint or coating incorporating a sensor) based on carbon nano tubes 
which when stimulated with an electric current will be able to identify the 
location of a crack or any other damage beneath the surface.

Many bridges are now provided with built-in sensors. For instance, the 
six-lane, 2.9 km (2 mile) Charilaos Trikoupis Bridge (Rion-Antirion Bridge) 
in Greece has 100 sensors to monitor its conditions. Additional weight to 
dampen the cables had to be provided soon after the opening of the bridge 
in 2004, as the sensors detected abnormal vibrations in the cables holding 
the bridge.

The Tsing Ma Bridge in Hongkong which is the seventh longest 
suspension bridge, is equipped with more than 350 sensors. The bridge, 
which can handle wind speeds up to 212 miles per hour (341 Km per 
hour), uses GPS sensors mounted on the towers and cables to measure 
wind speed. About 100 photonic sensors are used to monitor the strain 
on the bridge's cables.

There are few more smart bridges deserving special mention as: 
 Geumdang Bridge, South Korea: Low-cost wireless sensors monitor 

the bridge’s response to speeding and overloaded trucks.
•  	Gi-Lu	 Cable-Stayed	 Bridge,	 Taiwan:	 Wireless	 sensors	 and	

accelerometers monitor its structural health.
•  	Brooklyn	 Bridge,	 New	 York	 City:	 Fiber	 optic	 sensors	 measure	

displacement and temperature.
• 	 Bill	 Emerson	 Memorial	 Bridge,	 Cape	 Girardeau,	 Missouri:	 Strong-

motion sensors, at a cost of $15,000 per sensor, acquire and transmit 
data via Ethernet.

New I-35W St. Antony Falls Bridge in Minnesota
This bridge across Mississippi has 10 lanes and spans 510’. It is 

designed to carry rail in the future and also to suspend a pedestrian bridge 
underneath. The bridge is made of 120 precast segments weighing 200 T 
each. The bridge has outdoor LED lighting, custom developed concrete 
focused on eco-friendly sustainable design with 323 sensors embedded in 
the concrete during construction to monitor bridge behaviour in real time. 
During construction, the system monitored the temperature of the concrete 
to ensure high-quality curing. The information collected over the service of 
the bridge will assist the Minnesota Dept of Transportation in managing 
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operations by enhancing bridge inspections with structure performance 
data, maintaining efficient and safe traffic flow and providing infrastructure 
security. Temperature, humidity and wind speed measurements also trigger 
the bridge’s anti-icing system. LED highway lighting which was used for the 
first time provides 18% energy savings. LED light has better life span (10-
15 years) compared to the commonly used high-pressure sodium lamps. 
There are two tall gateway sculptures that mark the river crossings at each 
end of the bridge. These are constructed using a new environment friendly 
cement that cleans the air using nanotechnology. When ultraviolet rays 
from the sun hit the surface of the concrete containing this cement, a photo 
catalytic reaction occurs removing pollutants from the air. The cement has 
also self cleaning properties, removing contaminants from the surface of the 
gateway elements.

243 thermistors, including those integrated into the strain gauges 
measure temperatures in the bridge and thermal gradients throughout the 
structure. The thermistors and vibrating sire strain gauges (VWSGs) are 
distributed throughout various sections along the length of the structure at 
key locations.

26 accelerometers installed at critical locations measure modal frequencies 
of the structure to calculate deflections and structural vibrations. There are 
12 linear potentiometers installed at the expansion joints to measure the 
overall expansion and contraction of the bridge.

[www.cecr.in, http://spectrum.ieee.org/podcast/at-work/test-
and-measurement/smart-bridges

http://news.fiu.edu/2013/10/miamis-smart-bridge/67283]

If you want something new, you have to  
stop doing something old.

- Peter F. Drucker
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Info Line

Looking Back at EKL
•	 Njavara: Wonder Rice – EKL Sep. 2010

•	 Abacus: Earliest Predecessor of Modern Computers – EKL Oct. 2011

•	 ‘This Goddamned Particle’: Hopes on the Higgs Boson, aka the ‘God 
Particle’      – EKL Jan. 2012

•	 Telomapping – A Blood Test to Measure Biological Age – EKL Mar. 2012

•	 Green Buildings: Promoting Sustainable Construction – EKL Nov. 2012

The case study presented in the previous section is meant to illustrate 
the various concepts discussed in the earlier Parts. Among other things, the 
case study shows that arousal and primitive brain’s responses are automatic 
and are powerful. The accompanying emotional reactions prevail over all 
other thoughts and the person behaves accordingly. Ryan experiences the 
incoming sensory stimuli as serious ‘threats’ and therefore they deserved 
attention as significant stimuli. Because Ryan’s immediate experiences were 
being modified and distorted by certain past experiences and elements of 
his value-belief system, he sees the present event as an extension of related 
past events. Thus Ryan experiences the current event in his own ‘unique’ 
and ‘personal’ way making it exclusively a subjective affair for him. Two 
different individuals, Ryan and Lora, perceive and experience the same event 
in distinctly different ways by virtue of their possessing their own unique 

Do We See The Reality?
A Study in Human Perception – 9

‘Reality is what we take to be true. What we take to be true is what we 
believe. What we believe is based upon our perceptions. What we perceive 
depends upon what we look for. What we look for depends upon what we 
think. What we think depends upon what we perceive. What we perceive 

determines what we believe. What we believe determines what we take it to 
be true. What we take it to be true is our reality’ 

– Gary Zukav, American spiritual leader, public speaker, writer and au-
thor of four consecutive New York Times Best Sellers
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past experiences and value-belief systems. Value-belief system colors perception. 
Many people mistakenly believe that emotions can be consciously 

controlled. Listen to what Joseph LeDoux, Henry and Lucy Moses Professor 
of Science at New York University (NYU) in the Center for Neural Science, 
and Director of the Emotional Brain Institute of NYU and the Nathan 
Kline Institute, says: “Emotion is a signaling system that identifies threat or 
promise. Emotion is induced by our interactions with the environment. To 
say that we can ‘control’ our emotions is nonsense. The human capacity to 
rationalize and learn from past experience may enable us to avoid situations 
or actions we have known to cause anxiety. That is not ‘controlling’ emotion 
– it is utilizing intelligence and previous experience to avoid impact of 
perceived threat” [1].

As the filtering process progresses at the level of RAS, ‘attention filter’ in the 
thalamus enables further filtering out of irrelevant, redundant or unwanted 
sensory signals from the incoming environmental stimuli, forwarding only 
the relevant ones to the appropriate higher cognitive centers of the brain for 
further processing. While on the information processing (of the incoming 
sensory stimuli) phase, RAS accesses the associated cortex memory response 
sequences and registers them in the prefrontal cortex. Prefrontal cortex 
balances the various cognitive responses and enables ‘value-based decision 
making’ to arrive at the ‘right’ choices.   

The ‘Cocktail Party Effect’ illustrates how the brain inhibits input from 
environmental stimuli, while still processing sensory input from the attended 
stimulus. ‘The cocktail party effect is the phenomenon of being able to 
focus one's auditory attention on a particular stimulus while filtering out a 
range of other stimuli, much the same way that a partygoer can focus on a 
single conversation in a noisy room. This effect is what allows most people 
to ‘tune into’ a single voice and ‘tune out’ all others. It may also describe a 
similar phenomenon that occurs when one may immediately detect words 
of importance originating from unattended stimuli, for instance hearing 
one's name in another conversation. The cocktail party effect demonstrates 
sensory gating in hearing, but the other senses also go through the same 
process protecting primary cortical areas from being overwhelmed [2]’.

Memory recall is the process of remembering a specific experience, event 
or information stored in the long term memories by bringing them to the 
conscious awareness – ‘the automatic process of reconstructing or re-accessing 
of events or information from the past, which have been previously encoded 
and stored in the long term memories of the brain’ [3]. Recall usually refers 
to memory retrieval without being cued – Examples: (i)You recall that 
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tomorrow is a bank holiday; (ii) A student recalls information from his 
memory to answer a fill-in the-blank question. More often memory retrieval 
is triggered by cues. For example, in general, incoming sensory stimuli serve 
as a cue to trigger retrieval of those past experiences, events or information 
having some link or relation to the incoming signals. The better the retrieval 
cue, the higher the chance of retrieving the memory. 

‘During recall the brain replays a pattern of neural activity that was 
originally generated in response to a particular event, echoing the brain's 
perception of the real event. In fact, there is no real solid distinction between 
the act of remembering and the act of thinking. These replays are not 
quite identical to the original, though – otherwise we would not know the 
difference between the genuine experience and the memory – but are mixed 
with an awareness of the current situation. One corollary of this is that 
memories are not frozen in time, and new information and suggestions may 
become incorporated into old memories over time. Thus, remembering can 
be thought of as an act of creative re-imagination……Memory recall appears 
to be state-dependent, at least to some extent…For example, individuals 
tend to retrieve information more easily when it has the same emotional 
content as their current emotional state, and when the emotional state at the 
time of retrieval is similar to the emotional state at the time of encoding’ [3]. 

‘Because of the way memories are encoded and stored, memory recall is 
effectively an on-the-fly reconstruction of elements scattered throughout 
various areas of our brains. Memories are not stored in our brains like books on 
library shelves, or even as a collection of self-contained recordings or pictures 
or video clips, but may be better thought of as a kind of collage or a jigsaw 
puzzle, involving different elements stored in disparate parts of the brain linked 
together by associations and neural networks. Memory retrieval therefore 
requires re-visiting the nerve pathways the brain formed when encoding the 
memory and the strength of those pathways determines how quickly the 
memory can be recalled. Recall effectively returns a memory from long term 
storage to short term or working memory, where it can be accessed, in a kind 
of mirror image of the encoding process. It is then re-stored back in long term 
memory, thus re-consolidating and strengthening it’ [3]. For a comprehensive 
exposition of ‘how the human memory works’ ref to [3].  
[1] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VO34Zfq7QSQ
[2]en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cocktail_party_effect  
[3]http://www.human-memory.net/processes_recall.html

(To be continued)
[Dr H Ganesh]
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Health Line

A team of bioengineers in Stanford University has developed a new circuit 
board modeled on the working of the human brain, opening up new frontiers in 
robotics and computing. Computers are much slower in working compared to 
the brain, and a personal computer is considered to consume 40,000 times more 
power to run.

The team headed by Prof. Boahen has developed Neurogrid, a circuit board 
consisting of 16 custom-designed "Neurocore" chips. Together these 16 chips 
can simulate one million neurons and billions of synaptic connections. The team 
designed these chips with power efficiency in mind. Their strategy was to enable 
certain synapses to share hardware circuits. The result was Neurogrid—a device 
about the size of an iPad that can simulate orders of magnitude more neurons and 
synapses than other brain mimics on the power it takes to run a tablet computer.

The team is developing a computer software that would enable engineers and 
computer scientists with no knowledge of neuroscience to solve problems—such 
as controlling a humanoid robot—using Neurogrid.

Its speed and low power characteristics make Neurogrid ideal for more than 
just modeling the human brain. Boahen is working with other Stanford scientists 
to develop prosthetic limbs for paralyzed people that would be controlled by a 
Neurocore-like chip.

Other brain research works include the European Union's Human Brain 
Project, which aims to simulate a human brain on a supercomputer. By contrast, 
the U.S. Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies 
(BRAIN) has taken a tool-building approach by challenging scientists, including 
many at Stanford, to develop new kinds of tools that can read out the activity of 
thousands or even millions of neurons in the brain as well as write in complex 
patterns of activity.

The researchers refer to two other projects comparable to Neurogrid that 
attempt to model brain functions in silicon and/or software. One is IBM's Systems 
of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics (SyNAPSE). As the name 
implies, SyNAPSE project which involves a bid to redesign chips, code-named 
Golden Gate, to emulate the ability of neurons to make a great many synaptic 
connections—a feature that helps the brain solve problems on the fly. At present a 
Golden Gate chip consists of 256 digital neurons each equipped with 1,024 digital 
synaptic circuits.

Heidelberg Univ.'s BrainScales project aims at developing analog chips to 
mimic the behaviors of neurons and synapses. Their High Input Count Analog 

Simulating the Human Brain
Progress in Robotics and Computing
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Energy Line

As per a United Nation’s (UNICEF) report, 2.5 billion people of the 
world lack improved sanitation facilities, and 768 million people still use unsafe 
drinking water sources. Inadequate access to safe water and sanitation services, 
coupled with poor hygiene practices, kills, sickens or leads to impoverishment 
thousands of children every day.

Poor sanitation, water and hygiene have many other serious 
repercussions. Children, particularly girls, are denied their right to 
education because their schools lack private and decent sanitation facilities. 
Women are forced to spend large parts of their day fetching water. Poor 
farmers and wage earners are less productive due to illness. Health systems 
are overwhelmed and national economies suffer. Without water, sanitation 
and hygiene (WASH),  sustainable development is impossible. 

Solar Powered Toilet
Waterless Too!

Neural Network (HICANN) would be the core of a system designed to accelerate 
brain simulations, to enable researchers to model drug interactions. At present, the 
HICANN system can emulate 512 neurons each equipped with 224 synaptic 
circuits, with a roadmap to greatly expand that hardware base.

Neurogrid is seen by far the most cost-effective way to simulate neurons, in 
keeping with Boahen's goal of creating a system affordable enough to be widely 
used in research.

Neurogrid is based on 16 Neurocores, each of which supports 65,536 neurons. 
Those chips were made using old fabrication technologies. By switching to modern 
manufacturing processes and fabricating the chips in large volumes, he could cut a 
Neurocore's cost 100-fold. With that cheaper hardware and compiler software to make 
it easy to configure, these neuromorphic systems could find numerous applications.

For instance, a chip as fast and efficient as the human brain could drive prosthetic 
limbs with the speed and complexity of our own actions—but without being 
tethered to a power source. Krishna Shenoy, an electrical engineering professor 
at Stanford is developing ways of reading brain signals to understand movement. 
Boahen envisions a Neurocore-like chip that could be implanted in a paralyzed 
person's brain, interpreting those intended movements and translating them to 
commands for prosthetic limbs. A small prosthetic arm in Boahen's laboratory is 
currently controlled by Neurogrid to execute movement commands in real time. 

Boahen notes that Neurogrid is about 100,000 times more energy efficient 
than a personal computer simulation of one million neurons. According to 
him the human brain, with 80,000 times more neurons than Neurogrid, 
consumes only three times as much power. 

[Source: Stanford Univ.]
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UNICEF is supposed to work in countries around the world to improve 
water supplies and sanitation facilities in schools and communities, and 
to promote safe hygiene practices with many partners, including families, 
communities, governments and like-minded organizations. In 
emergencies it provides urgent relief to communities and nations threatened 
by disrupted water supplies and disease. All UNICEF WASH programmes 
were designed to contribute to the Millennium Development Goal for water 
and sanitation. It is reported that the goal, to halve the proportion of people 
without sustainable access to safe water by 2015, has been achieved globally, 
but the same target for sanitation is so far off the track that it is unlikely to be 
met by 2015.

A revolutionary University of Colorado Boulder toilet fueled by the sun 
that is being developed to help some of the 2.5 billion people around the world 
lacking safe and sustainable sanitation is being unveiled in India.

The self-contained, waterless toilet, designed and built using grant from the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, has the capability of heating human waste 
to a high enough temperature to sterilize human waste and create biochar, a 
highly porous charcoal. The biochar can be used to increase crop yields, as well 
as sequester carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas.

It is shown to have good water holding capacity and it can be used in 
agricultural lands to hold in nutrients and bring more stability to the soil. A 
soil mixture containing 10 percent biochar can hold up to 50 percent more 
water and increase the availability of plant nutrients. Additionally, the biochar 
can be burned as charcoal to provide energy comparable to that of commercial 
charcoal.

The project is part of the Gates Foundation’s “Reinvent the Toilet 
Challenge,” an effort to develop a next-generation toilet that can be used to 
disinfect liquid and solid waste while generating useful end products, both in 
developing and developed nations. The project includes a team of more than 
a dozen faculty, research professionals and students, many working full time 
on the effort.

According to the Gates Foundation, the awards recognize researchers 
who are developing ways to manage human waste that will help improve the 
health and lives of people around the world. Unsafe methods to capture and 
treat human waste result in serious health problems and death—food and 
water tainted with pathogens from fecal matter results in the deaths of roughly 
700,000 children each year.

The UC team is one of 16 around the world funded by the Gates “Reinvent 
the Toilet Challenge” since 2011. All have shipped their inventions to Delhi 
for a display on March 22, 2014 for scientists, engineers and dignitaries. Other 
institutional winners of the grants range from Caltech to Delft University of 
Technology in the Netherlands and the National University of Singapore.

The CU-Boulder invention consists of eight parabolic mirrors that focus 
concentrated sunlight to a spot no larger than a postage stamp on a quartz-
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In Forthcoming Issues
•	 Brain implant  to fight memory loss - Boon to sufferers of 

Alzheimer’s disease
•	 Jellyfish tentacle stings always - Even if it is separated from 

the body
•	 Medical check-up on a chip: Capable to test a number of 

proteins in our body.  
•	 Sense of smell of  cats and dogs: Superior to humans
•	  Super-tough glass: Inspired by mollusk shells

glass rod connected to eight bundles of fiber-optic cables, each consisting of 
thousands of intertwined, fused fibers.  The energy generated by the sun and 
transferred to the fiber-optic cable system—similar in some ways to a data 
transmission line—can heat up the reaction chamber to over 600 degree F 
to treat the waste material, disinfect pathogens in both feces and urine, and 
produce biochar.

While the idea of concentrating solar energy is not new, transmitting 
it flexibly to a customizable location via fiber-optic cables is the really 
unique aspect of this project. Reinvent the Toilet Challenge project is 
interdisciplinary in nature requiring chemical engineers for heat transfer 
and solar energy work, environmental engineers for waste treatment, 
mechanical engineers to build actuators and moving parts and electrical 
engineers to design control systems.

Tests have shown that each of the eight fiber-optic cables can produce 
between 80 and 90 Watts of energy, meaning the whole system can deliver up 
to 700 Watts of energy into the reaction chamber. Tests at CU-Boulder also 
showed that the solar energy directed into the reaction chamber could easily 
boil water and effectively carbonize solid waste.

While the current toilet has been created to serve four to six people a day, a 
larger facility that could serve several households simultaneously is under design 
with the target of meeting a cost level of five cents a day per user set by the 
Gates Foundation. The CU-Boulder team collaborates with other institutions 
in places like Switzerland, South Africa and North Carolina, in their research 
and development works. 

The CU-Boulder team is now applying for phase two of the Gates 
Foundation Reinvent the Toilet grant to develop a field-worthy system to 
deploy in a developing country based on their current design, and assess other 
technologies that may enhance the toilet system, including the use of high-
temperature fluids that can collect, retain and deliver heat.

[Source: University of Colorado]
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Scientists from   McMaster University, Canada,  have solved the 
problem of cumbersome, expensive and painfully slow water-testing process in 
practice today, by  developing a pill using an idea inspired by breath-freshening 
strips. Instead of shipping water to a far away lab, they have created a method 
to take the lab to the water, putting potentially life-saving technology into the 
hands of common man.

The team has reduced the sophisticated chemistry required for testing water 
safety to a simple pill, by adapting technology found in a dissolving breath 
strip. If we want to know if a well is contaminated, simply  drop  this pill in 
a vial of water and shake vigorously. If the colour changes, there’s the answer.

The development has the potential to dramatically boost access to 
quick and affordable testing of water around the world. The technology 
is expected to have significant public health applications for testing water in 
remote areas and developing countries that lack testing infrastructure.

“We got the inspiration from the supermarket,” says Carlos Filipe, a 
professor of chemical engineering who worked on the project.

The idea occurred to team member Sana Jahanshahi-Anbuhi, a PhD 
student in Chemical Engineering who came across the breath strips while 
shopping and realized the same material used in the dissolving strips could 
have broader applications. 

Here is what the researchers did. They created a way to store precisely 
measured amounts of enzymes and other active agents in pills made from the 
same naturally occurring substance used in breath strips, putting lab-quality 
science within instant and easy reach of people who need quick answers to 
questions such as whether their water is safe.

“This is regular chemistry that we know works but is now in pill form,” says 
John Brennan, director of McMaster’s Biointerfaces Institute, where the work 
took place. “The user can be anybody in a village somewhere who can take a 
pill out of a bottle and drop it in water.”

The material, called pullulan, forms a solid when dry, and protects sensitive 
agents from oxygen and temperature changes that can render them useless 
within hours. Until now, such agents have had to be stored at extremely cold 

Water Line
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temperatures and shipped in vials packed in huge chunks of dry ice, at great 
cost and inconvenience. Using them has been awkward, bulky and often 
wasteful. Pullulan is already approved for wide commercial use and is mass 
produced.

The new method   also holds promise for other applications, such as 
packaging that could change colour if food is spoiled.

“Can you modify packaging so it has a sensor to tell you if your chicken 
has gone off?” Brennan asks. “The reason that doesn’t exist today is because 
there’s no way you can keep these agents stable enough.”

The new method allows the same materials to be stored virtually anywhere for 
months inside tiny pills that dissolve readily in liquid. The pills are inexpensive to 
produce and anyone can add them to well water, for an instant reading of pesticides,  
e. coli or metals, for example.

The new technology can easily be scaled up and commercialized.
 [For details: http://www.mc master.ca]

Energy Line

 Solar Energy Materials
Also from the Sun

Chemical engineers at Oregon State University  in a recent 
advance in solar energy,  have discovered a way to tap   not only  power 
from Sun, but also to directly produce the solar energy materials from 
it.

This breakthrough could soon reduce the cost of solar energy, speed 
production processes, use environment -friendly materials, and make 
the sun almost a “one-stop shop” that produces both the materials for 
solar devices and the eternal energy to power them.

  The work is based on the use of a “continuous flow” microreactor 
to produce nanoparticle inks that make solar cells by printing. Existing 
approaches based mostly on batch operations are more time-consuming 
and costly.

In this process, simulated sunlight is focused on the solar microreactor 
to rapidly heat it, while allowing precise control of temperature to aid 
the quality of the finished product.

This new system can synthesize solar energy materials in 
minutes compared to other processes that might take 30 minutes 
to two hours. This gain in operation speed can lower cost.   
[For details: http://oregonstate.edu]
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A Quick Look
In this column we take a quick look at some books and articles in 

magazines which we consider noteworthy. As another item, we also give 
some expressions in English language which we come across during our 
journey through various publications of repute. The selection is based 
on brevity, simplicity and power of words in daily use (not requiring 
dictionary reference), style etc.

 Readers are also encouraged to send similar items to be included in 
future issues for the benefit of other readers. (ekl@knowledgelines.com) 

- Editorial Team

Catchy Express ions
•	 In the fight against "superbugs," scientists have discovered a class of 

agents that can make some of the most notorious strains vulnerable 
to the same antibiotics that they once handily shrugged off.

•	 Most retailers like Walmart, Carrefour, and Tesco, ultimately run out 
of space and opportunity in their home country and go  abroad  to 
expand.

•	 As a  public good and a watchdog of the citizenry, journalism 
established itself parallel to the expansion of democracy and the rise 
of the industrial society.

	The Invention Machine: The most successful inventors you have 
never heard of
Two unsung-inventors in Ohio, John Nottingham, John Spirk, and 

their team of 70 inventors, tinkerers and support staff have cooked 
up  a number of path-breaking products. Some examples: Twist & Pour 
Paint Can (Year to market: 2002), Spinbrush (2001), Purell Packaging 
(1995). The article discusses their activities.

Magazine: Forbes India  April 18, 2014
	Mindfulness in the Age of Complexity

Decades of research on mindfulness by author Ellen Langer, 
psychologist,  has influenced thinking across a range of fields, from 
behavioral economics to positive psychology. Simply paying attention to 
what’s going on  around us, instead of  operating on autopilot,  can reduce 
stress, unlock creativity, and boost performance, according to Langer.

Magazine: Harvard Business Review  March 2014

Art ic les
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Books 

	Business Exposed:  The Naked Truth About 
What Really Goes on in the World of Business

 Author: Freek Vermeulen,  Associate Professor 
of Strategy and Entrepreneurship at the 
London Business School

 Publisher: Pearson Education Canada, 2010

The book probes what really goes on inside 
business. It examines the people that run 
companies – CEOs, managers, directors – and 
dissects the temptations, the influences and the often ill-advised 
liaisons and strategies of corporate life. It strips bare a side of 
business seldom talked about, rarely admitted to, but one you will 
readily recognise.
  It brings together a host of surprising findings that cut through 
conventional perceptions of how business works to show what really goes 
on, and how that affects business performance.  

	Bioteams: Nature’s Best Practices
 Author:  Doug Kirkpatrick, Former Reuter’s 

IT Europe Manager and VISION business 
consultant

 Publisher: Meghan- Kiffer Press  2013

The based on examples found in the natural 
world. The author notes: “after (nature’s) 3.8 
billion years of research and development, failures 
are fossils, and what surrounds us is the secret to survival. We are 
learning, for instance, how to grow food like a prairie, create ceramics 
like an abalone, create color like a peacock, self-medicate like a chimp, 
compute like a cell, and run a business like a hickory forest.”

    The idea of biomimetics really began  in the 1940s when a Swiss 
inventor noticed how certain plant seeds clung to his clothing. Closer 
examination led to the discovery of a unique hook-and-loop mechanism, 
which led to the invention of Velcro. From that point, it was only a 
matter of time before theorists began to think more deeply about how 
to adapt nature’s designs for human use.    Bioteaming is simply the 
application of biomimetics to groups in human organizations.
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Agro-Farming in Solar Farms
A Win-Win Concept

Thinking beyond a single challenge often leads to creative solutions, as 
proven by the Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment.

Solar panels in photovoltaic (PV) solar farms need to be cleaned with water to 
remove dust and dirt  to ensure they operate at maximum efficiency. This water is 
also useful in preventing the dust formation by keeping the ground wet to some 
extent.

Now what about seeding some useful and appropriate plants in the 
farm so that the runoff water is fully captured by these plants?  The roots 
of the plants would further strengthen the ground, reducing the chances 
of dust formation. So, the land utility will be optimum. 

A solar plant of 100 MW will occupy 600-700 acres of land.  Think of 
the massive agriculture possible in a solar farm.

The biggest question is to find the appropriate crop for each geographical 
area. Most of the solar farms operate in sunny but arid regions which are 
unsuitable for most crops. The research has lead to a plant called agave 
which grows abundantly under high temperature and poor soil. Liquid 
ethanol, a bio-fuel can be extracted from this plant.  Liquid ethanol can be 
used to power ethanol vehicles or can be mixed with gasoline.  Thus, the 
co-located solar - bio-fuel systems could be a novel strategy for generating 
two forms of energy from uncultivable lands.

The co-location approach would be tested  at solar farms around 
the world to determine the most suitable crop variety for each region.

[For details: htpp://escience news.com]

Future Power Networks
The trend for future power plants would be for smaller renewable 

generating stations instead of a bigger concentrated power plant. These 
local small power plants would be switched on as and when needed 
depending on the demand. This has the advantage of minimising 
transmission and distribution losses, providing high plant load factor 
and simplicity in operation and maintenance.

The crucial issue here is the accurate prediction of power demand 
so that the power plants can be programmed for timely on and off 
operations, increasing the efficiency of operation as well as service. 
Researchers at the Technical University of Munich, Germany are 
engaged in research for optimising the forecasting methods.

[For details: htpp://esciencenews.com]

Agri Line
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Currency in circulation refers to all bank notes and coins in the 
economy. In India, Reserve Bank of India manages currency as part of 
its role as the central bank of India.

The Reserve Bank estimates the demand for bank notes on the 
basis of the growth rate of the economy, the replacement demand and 
reserve requirements by using statistical models. The Reserve Bank 
decides upon the volume and value of bank notes to be printed. The 
quantum of bank notes that needs to be printed broadly depends on 
the annual increase in bank notes required for circulation purposes, 
replacement of soiled notes and reserve requirements. It is estimated 
that around 20% of the notes are withdrawn every year as soiled bank 
notes for replacement. 

Indian currency in circulation till January 2014 is Rs.12,766 
billion. It was 11909 billion in 2013 with Rs.11,790 billion as notes 
and Rs.119 billion as coins.

Currency in Circulation
On-line Transactions to Reduce volume

The value of currency circulated in India is around 13% of the 
GDP where as the global average of currency circulation is 6-7% of 
GDP. This high rate is because a majority of Indian population do the 
financial transactions in cash only. Reducing the volume of currency 
is one effective way to control fake currency circulation. This also can 
help in controlling accumulation of black money. This can be achieved 
only by practicing digital payment transactions by everybody.

In U.S.A, the currency circulation was about $1.2 trillion in 2011. 
Euro also crossed 1 trillion mark in 2011. A rough estimate of the 

Volume of bank notes in circulation and its value in 2013
Currency denomination 

Rs
Volume 

in  millions
Value in millions of  

Rs
10 26168 261680
20 3825 76500
50 3461 173050
100 14421 1442100
500 10719 5359500
1000 4299 4299000

General
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It isn't sufficient just to want - you've got to ask yourself 
what you are going to do to get the things you want.

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

value of currency in circulation all over the world today must be 6-8 
trillion.

Table shows the life expectancy of U.S. currency
Denomination of Bill Life  expectancy

1 5.9
5 4.9
10 4.2
20 7.7
50 3.7
100 15

In India, Rs 10 note has a life expectancy of one year, even though it is 
circulated for more than five years. Indian Govt is proceeding with issuing 
plastic notes to increase the life expectancy of the currency.

As in the case of gunpowder, the compass, the water wheel, long 
distance banking, ink, the civil service, merit promotion and many 
other innovations, the credit of paper money invention also goes to 
China!

[For details: http://www.newyorkfed.org/aboutthefed/fed-
point/fed01.html, 

h t t p : / / w w w. i d f c m f . c o m / g a m e c h a n g e r s / w p - c o n t e n t /
uploads/2014/01/Currency-in-Circulation.pdf ] [VSP]

Wireless Bug Sensors to Help Farmers
Researchers have developed an insect sensing method with a 

sensing accuracy of 99%. This innovation is supposed to help in 
protecting the crops from insect attacks and also help in controlling 
spread of vector- borne diseases like malaria and dengue fever.

So far the researchers had been depending on acoustic sensing 
devices, wing beat frequency and limited data. The new method 
detects the flight behaviour patterns of the insects through optical 
sensors, uses other data like time of the day, location, environmental 
conditions, etc. to arrive at the final decision. This wireless bug sensor 
is likely to be in common use sooner as it would be an inexpensive 
one. Hope that a proper detection of the insects would also limit 
unscrupulous pesticide usage.

[For details : http://esciencenews.com]
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Books Scan

Futurevision
Scenarios for the World in 2040
Authors: Richard Watson and Oliver Freeman
Publisher:  Scribe Publications, Australia  2012

Futurevision  describes four alternative scenarios 
for how the world might look in 2040 and provides a 
methodology   to address the changes likely to face the 
readers.

The first future envisages a society transformed by 
science and technology, where geoengineering has fixed 
climate change and nanotechnology has transformed manufacturing. For example, 
the 3-D based Personal Manufacturing Unit (PMU) in homes will enable people to 
assemble wares and then reverse-manufacture them when  they are finished with it.

The second is one of greed, where most people are materially well-off but the bourgeoning 
popularity of  entities like ‘90-second divorce kiosks’  indicate a growing unhappiness.

The third is a world of sustainability, where nearly everyone has taken personal 
responsibility for the changing climate and there has been a cultural shift away 
from consumerism. On the whole, society is pretty pessimistic about the future but 
generally people are happier than they were in 2012.

The final world is one ruled by fear. Everyone worries about economic collapse 
and there is growing anxiety about the deterioration of the environment, high food 
prices and increasing cyber crime. Many people in this world now live in gated 
communities with private security.

Futurevision is filled with literary, philosophical and cinematic references, 
from Shakespeare to Nietzsche to Fritz Lang (to name just a few). The book is also 
peppered with intelligent humour that intentionally prevents the reader from taking 
some of the details too seriously.

In short, drawing on four possible futures, this book critically examines the risks 
and opportunities to come, discussing the key factors, trends, critical uncertainties, 
and wildcards that will shape the future. Will relentless consumerism destroy the planet? 
Will the competition for limited resources create havoc? Will science and technology offer a 
solution? The  book encourages readers not only to adapt to what might happen, but 
also to shape the future and generate change.
Contents:
Part I: The Future Four-told
1. Forward into the Unknown: why scenario planning
2. The Theatre of the Future:  introducing the four futures
3.  Imagine: a world of intelligence
4.  Please Please Me : a world of greed
5. Dear Prudence: a world of temperance
6.  Helter Skelter : a world of fear
Signs of Change: early warning indicators
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Books Scan
BIG DATA – A Revolution That Will 
Transform How We Live, Work and Think
Authors: Viktor Mayer-Schonberger and 
Kenneth Cukier
Publisher:  John Murray 2013

The mindset of IT professionals of yesteryears was 
constrained by the idea that large amounts of data 
cannot be handled because processing power and storage 
were expensive. Costs came down with advances in 
technology but the small data mindset remained; that is until the new generation 
companies (read Amazon, Google) who did not carry the baggage came up with 
amazing applications that used very large amounts of data. In the early days we were 
obsessed with clean sanitized data arranged as fields, records and databases. We devised 
algorithms to clean up raw data and were merciless in removing wild points. This 
resulted in a bonsaied view of the application. With the ability to handle large data, 
in fact ALL data, we are in a position to relax the need for clean data. By requiring 
data to conform to well defined structures we have so far ignored 95% of data that 
lies out there and wants to convey hidden truths. Our model of the world view has 
been poorer to that extent.

Big data refers to things we can do on a large scale to extract value in ways that 
change markets, organizations and society. Big data does not answer questions of 
“why”; it shows “what”; it is meant to inform and not explain. The insight offered 
by big data is not infallible but it is not wrong either. It does not offer ultimate 
answers of a fundamental nature, but provides just good enough answers to help 
us NOW. Big data focuses on finding correlations rather than drilling down into 
cause-effect cycles. It is all about predictions and probabilities. It is not Artificial 
Intelligence, it is not Artificial Neural Networks; there is no attempt to make 
machines learn. It targets gains at the macro level while tolerating messiness at the 
micro level. It is not interested in parametric sensitivities; it is interested in revealing 
paradigmatic changes. 

By looking at all the searches made in Google, big data applications can predict the 
onset of epidemics in specified regions much before conventional methods can. There 

Part II: Planning Scenarios
7. Futurevision: the role of foresight
8. The Scenario-planning QUEST:  introducing the four stages
9.  Developing Framing Questions: the first stage
10. Examining the Environmental  Influences: the second stage
11. Building Scenario Worlds: the third stage
12. Creating Transformational Strategies: the fourth stage
Fore-gone Conclusions
Epilogue: Strategic shocks - ten game-changers for 2040.
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is no need to do field medical tests. By looking at all the purchases of airline tickets, 
big data can advise whether to buy the ticket now or wait a while for prices to come 
down. There is no need to understand the parameters governing the pricing of tickets 
by different airlines and there is no need to understand the business dynamics of 
airline companies. There is no need to make assumptions that we are not entitled to 
make, such as the earlier you book the ticket the cheaper it will be.

Because big data uses ALL data, there is no sampling error in the process; hence 
some amount of measurement error can be tolerated. Sampling often misses important 
points and we know that “outliers” contain valuable information. Big data casts the 
net wide; it does not care if you will catch anything at all or what you will catch. 
There is no question of making a priori hypotheses and then either proving them 
or disproving them. Have you noticed that social networking sites”tag” information 
rather than assigning them to predefined categories? Even if data is collected with a 
primary purpose, it turns out that other secondary uses of the data turn out to be more 
popular, interesting and profitable.

Experts in big data go to the extent of saying that treating data as messy, 
imperfect and imprecise led them to make superior forecasts and understand the 
world better. They consider sampling and obsession for precision are unnatural. 
They prefer unstructured heaps to structured sanity. They have discarded the words 
“some” and “certain” in favor of “all” and “messy”. 

Health insurance companies have dispensed with pre medical tests; they have all 
the data about time spent on watching TV and browsing social networking sites, 
packets of potato wafers consumed, attendance (or non-attendance) at gyms and 
so on. Shopping patterns and browsing patterns are used as proxy for identifying 
customers who are pregnant so that specific product promotions can be made to 
them at the appropriate times. In fact they know the expected date of delivery better 
than the gynecologist. An angry father  accosted a store when his 17 year old daughter 
received diaper and crib product promotion material; two days later when the store 
called to apologize, he said ”on the  other hand I owe you an apology; I am ashamed 
that I have not kept track of what has been happening around my own house”. 

Since correlations do not imply causation there is a danger, for example, of 
someone getting punished for a crime he has not committed (at least as yet) because 
some statistical algorithm based on big data predicted that he is a potential criminal. 
Similarly it would be ridiculous to quarantine all those who have searched for flu 
symptoms. Big data would compel us to revisit privacy laws. Big data works against 
the basic human trait of exercising free will. It ignores the fact that in spite of past 
criminal record one could have a change of heart. 

Digitization enabled better data collection, analysis and archival compared 
to the earlier analog medium. Big data goes one step deeper; it works on datafication – 
capturing everything on earth proactively hoping that some use may arise. Capturing 
case diaries of ship captains resulted in better navigation aids for the maritime 
sector. Capturing a driver’s sitting posture may result in avoiding car thefts! Big data 
comprises data source, data brokers, data access, long lease to use the data, applications, 
algorithms and ombudsmen to safeguard privacy and other hazardous fall-outs. 

All interesting possibilities are brilliantly interwoven in the book under 
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review. The language flow is smooth and the end of every chapter acts as a seamless 
curtain raiser to the next. Senior IT professionals will find the book interesting 
because they realize what they have missed and current professionals will find it useful 
because they would realize what their CV should contain so as to attract employers.  
The book predicts (using big data?!) that the big data phenomenon would benefit very 
large and very small businesses and may adversely affect mid-sized ones. 

It would be ironical if you choose to read sample pages of the book; Read ALL 
of it!  [R. Narayanan]

Over 200,000 people from 140-odd countries have 
applied for one-way tickets to the Red Planet - MARS, to 
say- from Holland's MARS One television project. Producers 
are now starting a two-year selection process, to identify 
participants suitable for both colonising MARS and becoming 
reality TV stars. In December 2013, Mars One announced 
it would send an unmanned rover and communications satellite to Red Planet, to arrive in 
2018. It hopes to follow this with manned missions from 2024, with four-strong crews setting 
off every two years.

As for the Mars One's applicants, they would be spending their lives on a cold, 
radiation blasted and dust-shrouded world, 225 million kilometres from home. Any 
unprotected exposure to the outdoors would make their blood boil, while the merest 
contact with bleach-like surface dust might lead to chemical burns.

The article presents details of   the preparations needed, and the long 
and perilous journey to MARS.
 Highlights of other Contents:
•	  Nocturnal Animals:   An array of photographs
•	 10 Things You  Did not Know about Sleep
•	 The Shadow Universe
•	 NASA's Craziest Ideas
•	 Origins of Islam
•	 How Smart are Dolphins?
•	 India's Border  Wars
•	 The Structure of the Periodic Table
•	 Killed by Their Own Inventions
•	 A Nano Drug Delivery Breakthrough
•	 How Scientists can now Detect Water Vapour on Exo-planets
•	 The Great Speeches of Modern India - Indira Gandhi declaring 

Emergency on 12 June 1975
[ Sounce: N Mahesh, Architect]

Journals Scan
BBC Knowledge 
Science-History-Nature:  For the Curious Mind
Vol. 4, Issue 3  April 2014 
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Journals Scan

Discovery Channel Magazine India
March 2014

Cancer is the leading cause of mortality 
worldwide, accounting for around 13 % of all 
deaths - that is, 7.6 million people in a year.

  Yet,   there is an important shift in the 
way the disease is regarded. Better prevention, 
diagnosis, and cures are emerging, including 
some with spectacular results.

All cancers begin when the genetic material 
of   the body's basic unit of life, the DNA of a cell, is damaged or 
changed so that it produces mutations that affect normal cell growth 
and division.  When this happens, cells don't die when they should 
and new cells form when the body doesn't need them. The extra cells 
may form a mass of tissue called a tumour, which may be cancerous. 
Cancer cells can travel from their original site to other places in the 
body, a process called metastasis. No matter where they are, a sufficient 
number of cancer cells will disrupt the functions of that part of the 
body, upsetting the delicate balance of the fantastically complex 
and interdependant processes that keep us alive.

Now a drug can be designed to starve or disrupt chemical signals to 
mutated cells to prevent them from dividing further.

 Majority of  aspects related to cancer are presented in this issue of 
Discovery.
Highlights of other Contents:
•	 10-Tonne Trash
•	 Hacker
•	 Afghan Skater
•	 Egg Astronomy
•	 The Two Sides of Dancing
•	 Scorpion  Sting
•	 Built for Battle:  Iconic Jeep serving adventure lovers

[Source: N Mahesh, Architect]

The nearest way to glory is to strive to be  
what you wish to be thought to be.

- Socrates
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The Last Word

A hunch is creativity trying to tell you something.
- Frank Capra
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